
The European Union (EU) Member States (MS) are still introducing various measures against the
spread of the COVID-19 virus. MS have begun vaccinating their population with the help of the
European Commission, who is also securing vaccines. Currently, three vaccines are approved by
EMA, however, European governments are faced with a lot of pressure and face critique that the
rollouts and production of the vaccination are too slow. 
The EU is also facing a question of finance stability, as many economic activities have stagnated in
the past year. The economic recovery after the COVID-19 crisis will have to be in correlation with
the new Green deal and European values such as the rule of law. 
The EU also lost a Member State after yearlong discussions on December 31, 2020. New pathways
must be paved to ensure further cooperation and fruitful relations between the EU and UK.

We propose five main priorities:

Recovery Fund: 
Propose a pan-European coordinated response
that is swift, ambitious and targets where it is
needed most. The MS ability to respond and
absorb the shock the economic and social
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic differ
greatly. This threatens to create large disparities
between MS economies and puts the single
market under severe strain.

Help bridge the gap between first response
measures and longer-term recovery with the
REACT-EU initiative, as it is a great way to
increase cohesion support to MS to make their
economies more resilient and sustainable in the
crisis repair phase.  

Reflect the urgency of the Solvency Support
Instrument and the European Fund for
Sustainable Development.
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Measures to overcome the economic crisis following the
COVID-19 pandemic are the centre of the proposed program.

Ensure a sustainable and just
economic recovery
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SLOVENE
PRESIDENCY TO THE COUNCIL OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION

Spread awareness of EU funded projects that
are based on respecting the rule of law,
democracy, human rights, and the Green deal. 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs):

Prioritise cutting administrative burden and
regulatory restrictions more quickly and
creating a more stable and predictable
business environment. 

Acknowledge the need for a more strategic
approach and cooperation between business,
academia, research, development & innovation
institutions and the government. Studies show
that there is a mismatch between the skills
young people acquire from their education and
those sought by employers.

Focus on digitalization in SMEs , as slow digital
transformation is limiting productivity growth.



Digitalisation

Set a goal of universal digital access and
literacy by 2050.

Crisis Management

Green Tourism

Promote green, sustainable and safe tourism
by sharing awareness of good practices, local
bio-products and different ecological touristic
farms. 

This would also be an opportunity to show how
every European citizen could benefit from
choosing locally grown products from their
areas or regions. 

Enlargement to the Western
Balkans

Push for a more effective and strategic
communication between EU MS and Western
Balkan states as well as closer monitoring of
the economies and political development of
the region.

Recommend the resurgence of the current
enlargement policy and the strengthening of
implementation of reforms in the Western
Balkan region.

Promote a comprehensive plan for a Europe
wide rail transport framework and the use of
trains as a sustainable and ecological way of
transport, especially since 2021 is the
European year of rail.

Strengthen the EU crisis management system
with the aim of increasing resiliance and
coordination against natural disasters such as
earthquakes and floods, humanitarian crisis
and epidemics.

This would also include participation of
different humanitarian NGOs and
strengthening the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism. 

Be a global leader in cybersecurity by
deepening cooperation of MS in the field of
cybersecurity with exchange of best practices
and information.

Set up better connectivity, cyber incident and
crisis management by working to harmonise
legislation across MS in order to provide
European data sovereignty and ensure the
safety of personal data that is collected,
stored or processed Union.

Establish a common European e-identification
and eSignature system as a cornerstone in
further digitising public administration and
political processes, such as e-voting, while
acknowledging and addressing existing
inequalities between and across MS in the
level of digital advancements of public
administration.

Create an online European platform which
would ensure transparent portrayal of every
European citizen that was PCR tested, as well
as every citizen that was vaccinated. This
would enable safer and easier freedom of
movement. 

Recommend that every MS adopts a digital
system of road vignettes in order to make the
whole process easier, faster and more
accessible.

Acknowledge that administrative
responsibilities, legal frameworks and
operational practices differ markedly, as the
national systems are rooted in national
contexts and historical experiences. 

Point out the role, which the EU can play to
build joint trans-boundary crisis management
capacity.


